ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT: WE ADVISE YOU TO ASSEMBLE THE SHADE
CANOPY ONCE BEFORE USE TO BECOME FAMILIAR WITH
THE ASSEMBLY
NOTE: PLEASE LOOK AT THE REPLACEMENT PARTS DIAGRAM
TO SEE HOW YOUR FRAME IS ASSEMBLED.

MODEL W418.1A

SUN SHELTER 8’ X 6’

STEP 5: Clip the plastic hooks attached to the
canopy walls to the poles.

STEP 1: Spread canopy out flat with the pole sleeves up.
STEP 2: Extend the fiberglass frame poles by pulling out each
section and placing it into the metal connectors. You will have
two fiberglass poles (A).

STEP 6: Where the poles cross there
are fabric ties, tie them around
both poles to hold them together.

STEP 3: Slide each fiberglass pole (A) through the sleeves on the
top of the canopy roof. Position poles so that equal pole lengths
extend on either side of pole sleeves.

STEP 4: Starting at the back corners of the shelter,
place ends of the fiberglass frame pole that runs
across the front of the canopy roof onto the pins
located at the back of the canopy, by gently
flexing the pole upward into an arch. Repeat
the same procedure at the front corners of the
canopy with the pole that runs across the
back of the canopy roof.

STEP 7: Stake down canopy by inserting stakes through the pin ring
at each corner of the canopy. Hammer stakes into ground at a
45° angle, by using a hammer or mallet.
Make sure to use strap to pull canopy out
even and tight. Sandbags are provided
for use at the beach. Fill the bags with
sand to hold the canopy in place.

Canopy should appear as shown.

NOTE: To take down the canopy, follow steps above in the reverse
order. Place stakes into stake bag and poles into pole bag, which
are provided. The Canopy should be folded into equal
parts toward the center to distribute the bulk. Start a small tight
roll, the width of your carry bag. Once rolled, tie a string or
rope around canopy to hold it in place. Place canopy and stake
bag into carry bag. MAKE SURE IT IS CLEAN AND DRY
BEFORE STORING.

